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INTRODUCING
THE ASSOCIATIVE APPROACH
What can associations tell us about the multidimensional poverty of children in Indonesia?

YES, poverty is multi-dimensional
Poverty is multidimensional …….
deprivations exist in multiple aspects beyond monetary

• but………..
• how do we best measure them?

Index Approach (MPI)
vs.
Dashboard Approach

Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) (Alkire and Foster,
2011) creates a composite ‘score’ of ten indicators
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• Scores have unclear applications for policymaking
(e.g. Papua at 0.22)

Dashboard Approach (Ravallion, 2011)
looks at each poverty indicator individually
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• Unable to see the joint distribution among dimensions

Ferreira and Lugo (2012) argue associations among
dimensions will impact program/policy design and targeting
• Whether the same people are poor on selected dimensions
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Scenario 2: Lower correlation between dimensions
of poverty
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Policy Implications:
 Target different groups according to their
deprivations

Steps in doing the associative approach:
1. Build individual poverty indicators from a range of
dimensions (the dashboard approach)
• SUSENAS 2002, SUSENAS 2011, PODES 2011
2. Pick 2, 3, or more dimensions and identify the associations /
overlaps among them
• Indicators must be created from the same sample
3. Choose a visual representation (Venn diagrams)
• Make the Venn diagrams to be proportional to figures

Let’s look at …
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Are the poor calorie deficient?
Being Poor and Being Calorie Deficient
•
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• Three-quarters of the children living in calorie-deficient households are non-poor
• Are we defining the basic needs of the poor correctly?
• Should we address malnutrition via non-income channels?

How should we approach the infrastructure
development in urban and rural areas?
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• Rural children tend to be poor in multiple dimensions, thus need significant and
coordinated investments
• Urban children tend to be poor in one dimension or the other, thus investments will
differ from place to place

What is the situation of children in Eastern
Indonesia?
Sub-national: Focus on Maluku
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Why are unskilled birth deliveries prevalent
in Indonesia?
• Unskilled deliveries are a key driver of maternal mortality, which is very high in Indonesia
Poverty, Midwives, and Unskilled Births
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• Unskilled deliveries are not strongly associated with poverty
• Lack of access to skilled deliveries is very low
• Also not strongly associated with the lack of parents’ education
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What we learned ……
 Associations challenge the way we previously think about multidimensional poverty :
• Before : monetary and other deprivations are one package
• After : deprivations vary across situations and sub-groups
 Associations will affect program design and targeting :
• Strong poverty associations require investments to come in a
concurrent package
• Addressing one dimension but not the others may prevent children to
take full advantages
 The association method is very simple, yet insightful, and powerful in
helping policy makers explore new research questions
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